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ABSTRACT

Context. The data from the Euclid mission will enable the measurement of the angular positions, and weak lensing shapes for over a billion galax-
ies, with their photometric redshifts obtained together with ground-based observations. This large dataset, with well controlled systematic effects,
will allow for cosmological analyses using the angular clustering of galaxies (GCph) and cosmic shear (WL). For Euclid these two cosmological
probes will not be independent because they will probe the same volume of the Universe. The cross-correlation (XC) between these probes can
tighten constraints and it is therefore important to quantify their impact for Euclid.
Aims. In this study we therefore extend the recent Euclid forecasts presented in Euclid Collaboration: Blanchard et al. (2019) by carefully quan-
tifying the impact of XC not only on the final parameter constraints for different cosmological models, but also on the nuisance parameters. In
particular, we aim at understanding the amount of additional information that XC can provide for parameters encoding systematic effects, such as
galaxy bias, intrinsic alignments (IA), or the knowledge of the redshift distributions.
Methods. We follow the Fisher matrix formalism presented in Euclid Collaboration: Blanchard et al. (2019) and make use of the codes validated
therein. We also investigate a different galaxy bias model, obtained from the Flagship simulation, and additional photometric-redshift uncertainties,
and the impact of including the XC terms in constraining these.
Results. Starting with a baseline model, we show that the XC terms reduce the uncertainties on galaxy bias by ∼ 17% and the uncertainties on IA
by a factor ∼ 4. The XC terms also help in constraining the γ parameter for minimal modified gravity models. Concerning galaxy bias, we observe
that the role of the XC terms on the final parameter constraints is qualitatively the same irrespective of the specific galaxy bias model used. For IA
we show that the XC terms can help in distinguishing between different models, and that if IA terms are neglected then this can lead to significant
biases on the cosmological parameters. Finally, we show that the XC terms can lead to a better determination of the mean of the photometric
galaxy distributions.
Conclusions. We find that the XC between GCph and WL within the Euclid survey is necessary to extract the full information content from the data
in future analyses. These terms help in better constraining the cosmological model, and also lead to a better understanding of the systematic effects
that contaminate these probes. Furthermore, we find that XC significantly helps in constraining the mean of the photometric-redshift distributions,
but, at the same time, it requires a more precise knowledge of this mean, with respect to single probes, in order not to degrade the final FoM.

Key words. Gravitational lensing: weak – large-scale structure of Universe – cosmological parameters

1. Introduction

To better understand the source of cosmic acceleration and the
physics of gravity on cosmological scales, large galaxy surveys
rely on two main probes: galaxy positions (including redshifts)
and weak lensing shapes. Galaxy clustering probes the fluctua-
tions of the underlying dark matter density and velocity fields
from the angular and radial positions of galaxies. This can be
used for cosmological constraints as it encodes geometric infor-

? This paper is published on behalf of the Euclid Consortium.
?? e-mail: tutusaus@ice.csic.es

mation such as the baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO; Eisen-
stein et al. 2005; Aubourg et al. 2015), growth information from
redshift-space distortions (RSD; Percival & White 2009), as well
as more detailed and model-dependent cosmological informa-
tion encoded in the full shape of the power spectrum (Sánchez
et al. 2006; Reid et al. 2010). Similarly, the statistical properties
of large ensembles of galaxy shapes can be used to reveal the
tiny signal of distortions in their images due to the gravitational
potential wells traversed by photons in their propagation towards
us – a weak gravitational lensing signal known as ‘cosmic shear’
(see e.g. Kilbinger 2015, for a recent review). This is sensitive
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to the total amount of matter in the Universe and to the ampli-
tude of its fluctuations, as well as the physics of the gravitational
interaction.

Galaxy clustering and cosmic shear are the main probes
of the cosmological community’s scientific program for future
Stage-IV experiments (Albrecht et al. 2006). In this article we
are interested in forecasting the capability of one such future
survey: the upcoming European Space Agency (ESA) satel-
lite Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011), whose characteristics will be
summarised in Sect. 2. To extract the full information content
from Euclid several systematic effects will have to be overcome.
Some of the more important systematic effects that may af-
fect the cosmological analysis are: the modelling of galaxy bias
and redshift-space distortions, photometric-redshift uncertain-
ties and biases, and galaxy intrinsic alignments (IAs; Joachimi
et al. 2015).

Here we focus on quantifying the additional information that
can be obtained through the cross-correlation (XC) of the an-
gular power spectra of the weak lensing cosmic shear (WL) and
galaxy clustering from the photometric sample (GCph) in Euclid.
In a previous work (Euclid Collaboration: Blanchard et al. 2019,
from hereafter EC19), it has been shown that the combination of
the information from WL, GCph and their XC can result in a sig-
nificant enhancement to the forecast Figure of Merit (FoM) on
dark energy. The importance of combining WL and GCph to test
cosmological models and modified gravity has also been pre-
viously highlighted by several authors (e.g. Zhang et al. 2007;
Song & Percival 2009; Guzik et al. 2010; Reyes et al. 2010;
Gaztañaga et al. 2012; Eriksen & Gaztañaga 2015a,b,c; Fon-
seca et al. 2015; Blake et al. 2016; Eriksen & Gaztañaga 2018).
Furthermore, as shown by Camera et al. (2017); Harrison et al.
(2016), the XC terms can greatly improve understanding of sys-
tematic effects.

It is important to note that beyond the complementarity be-
tween GCph and WL data, GCs measurements are particularly
useful when constraining cosmological models, as was shown in
EC19, thanks to the added sensitivity to RSD. Moreover, adding
GCs data into the analysis can significantly improve the estima-
tion of the redshift distributions through the clustering-redshift
technique (van den Busch et al. 2020).

Other collaborations which have now released their first cos-
mological results from recent data, such as DES (Troxel et al.
2018; Abbott et al. 2018), KiDS+GAMA (Hildebrandt 2017;
Joudaki et al. 2018; van Uitert et al. 2018), and the Hyper-
Suprime-Cam (HSC) (Hamana et al. 2020; Speagle et al. 2019),
have also used the power of the joint analysis to improve their
constraints. For instance, the DES Collaboration uses the auto-
and cross-correlations of two galaxy catalogs. The first catalog
contains the positions of the lens galaxies used for galaxy-galaxy
lensing and GCph measurements, while the second catalog con-
tains the positions and shape measurements of the galaxies used
in the WL analysis, which also serve as source galaxies for
galaxy-galaxy lensing. The DES Collaboration (see details of
the modelling in Krause et al. 2017) works with a data vector
that contains the different two-point correlation functions in real
space, which in the flat-sky approximation are spherical Bessel
integrals over the angular power spectra used in EC19. Since
there are three two-point correlation functions (one for GCph,
one for WL, and one for galaxy-galaxy lensing), this joint analy-
sis is also known in the cosmological community as a 3x2pt anal-
ysis. This kind of analysis can even be extended by including in-
formation from the cosmic microwave background, which leads
to a 6x2pt analysis (see e.g. Abbott et al. 2019). On the other
hand, the KiDS+GAMA Collaboration uses estimators for the

angular power spectra, which they claim to be cleaner in terms
of separation of scales (`-modes) than their real-space counter-
parts (van Uitert et al. 2018). Also they allow for a separation of
the lensing B-modes, which due to their vanishing property can
be used as a consistency check. These estimators contain many
terms that depend on the survey geometry and data systematic
effects, while the angular power spectra used in this work are
simplified neglecting many of these survey-specific terms. Apart
from that, the differences to our approach lie mostly on the treat-
ment of galaxy bias terms and the intrinsic alignment modelling.

Our goal in this work is to extend the analysis presented
in EC19 and assess the impact that the inclusion of the XC
terms can have when constraining additional cosmological mod-
els, and on the understanding of systematic effects. In practice
we consider several different prescriptions for the galaxy bias,
photometric-redshift uncertainties and IA’s, so that we can deter-
mine whether or not the impact of the XC terms on cosmological
parameter inference depends on the models used.

After briefly reviewing the Euclid survey in Sect. 2, we
present in Sect. 3 our two probes of choice (the WL and GCph
angular power spectra), and the approach we adopt to forecast
parameter constraints. We then present the cosmological model
in Sect. 4, and systematic effects in Sect. 5. Finally, we present
our results in Sect. 6. We conclude in Sect. 7.

2. The Euclid survey

Euclid is an ESA M-class space mission due for launch in
2022, whose near-infrared spectrophotometric instrument (Cos-
tille et al. 2018) and visible imager (Cropper et al. 2018) will
carry out a spectroscopic and a photometric galaxy survey over
an area Asurvey = 15 000 deg2 of the extra-galactic sky (Laureijs
et al. 2011). Euclid’s main aims are to measure the geometry of
the Universe and the growth of structures up to redshift z ∼ 2
and beyond.

In this paper, we focus on the photometric observations that
will be used for both a weak gravitational lensing and a galaxy
clustering survey. Given the relatively large redshift uncertainties
associated with the photometric data – compared to spectroscopy
– the analysis of the aforementioned observables will be per-
formed via a so-called ‘tomographic’ approach. This consists of
binning galaxies according to their colour (Kitching et al. 2019)
or photometric redshift, which results in tomographic bins that
are treated as two-dimensional (projected) data sets. A spherical
harmonic decomposition can be performed on the tomograph-
ically binned data to create angular (i.e. spherical harmonic)
power spectra. In contrast, the accuracy of Euclid’s spectroscopy
will allow us to perform galaxy clustering analyses for the spec-
troscopic sample in three dimensions. It is important to men-
tion that Euclid’s spectroscopy will target objects at high red-
shift (0.9 < z < 1.8, EC19), while photometric observations will
start at much lower redshift. This motivates the consideration of
the complementary information brought by photometric galaxy
clustering. The Euclid cosmological probes are therefore three:
WL, GCph, and spectroscopic galaxy clustering (GCs).

Of particular interest is the XC between WL and GCph, be-
cause they probe the same observed volume. In this work we
focus on these XC, whilst a proper treatment of the XC between
the GCph and GCs, and the XC between the GCs and the WL
measurements, are left for future work. The modelling of WL
and GCph and the recipe used to compute the forecasts for Eu-
clid are described in next section.
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3. Building forecasts for Euclid

In this work we follow for the most part the forecasting recipe
presented in great detail in EC19. We adopt the same Fisher ma-
trix formalism for the computation of the forecasts, as well as the
forecasting codes validated therein. However, we include in this
work some important updates, which primarily concern system-
atic effects such as the implementation of a more realistic galaxy
bias model and the inclusion of additional uncertainties on the
mean redshift of the tomographic bins caused by potential errors
in the photometric redshift determination. These modifications
are described in detail in Sect. 5.1 and Sect. 5.3 respectively.

For the redshift distribution of galaxies we use the same set-
up as in EC19. Galaxies are divided into Nz = 10 tomographic
bins as a function of redshift; each bin is equi-populated (i.e. the
same total number of galaxies per bin) with respect to the true
(spectroscopic) redshift:

ntrue(z) ∝
(

z
z0

)2

exp

− (
z
z0

)3/2 , (1)

where z0 = 0.9/
√

2 and the surface density of galaxies is n̄ = 30
galaxies per arcmin2. The true (spectroscopic) redshift distri-
bution is then convolved with a sum of two Gaussian distribu-
tions (see Eq. 115 in EC19), to provide the observed galaxy
distributions in each tomographic photo-z bin, accounting for
photometric-redshift errors and the fraction of outliers.

Our observables are the tomographically binned projected
angular power spectrum, Ci j(`), where ` is the angular multipole,
and i, j labels redshift pairs of tomographic bins. This formalism
is the same for WL, GCph, and the XC terms, with the three
cases differing only by the kernels used in the projection from
the power spectrum of matter perturbations, Pδδ, to the spheri-
cal harmonic-space observable, as detailed in EC19. Under the
Limber, flat-sky and spatially flat approximations (Kitching et al.
2017; Kilbinger et al. 2017; Taylor et al. 2018), these projections
can be expressed as

CAB
i j (`) = c

∫
dz

WA
i (z)WB

j (z)

H(z)r2(z)
Pδδ

[
` + 1/2

r(z)
, z

]
, (2)

where A and B stand for WL and GCph, r denotes the comoving
distance, and H the Hubble parameter. We also ignore reduced
shear and magnification effects (Deshpande et al. 2019).

The WL power spectrum contains contributions from cos-
mic shear and intrinsic galaxy alignments. We assume the latter
is caused by a change in galaxy ellipticity that is linear in the
density field. Within this framework, the density-intrinsic and
intrinsic-intrinsic 3D power spectra, PδI and PII, respectively,
are defined. These depend linearly on the density power spec-
trum Pδδ, with PδI = −A(z)Pδδ, and PII = [−A(z)]2Pδδ. For the
redshift-dependent amplitude parameter A(z), we use the model
specified in Sect. 5.2.

One of the primary sources of uncertainty for galaxy cluster-
ing is galaxy bias, i.e. the relation between the galaxy distribu-
tion and the underlying total matter distribution. Our bias models
are discussed in Sect. 5.1.

We use the same redshift bins and number density for both
WL and GCph analyses. In practice, this is an over-simplification,
since lensing and clustering will apply different probe-specific
selection criteria and cuts resulting in different samples. For the
present Fisher-matrix analysis, however, we limit ourselves to
the same sample for both probes.

In the following we will use two different combinations of
this observable: WL+GCph where we consider the two com-
pletely independent and we simply add together the respective
Fisher matrices, and WL+GCph+XC. In the latter case, we in-
clude the XC terms i.e. we consider the full Gaussian covariance
matrix, accounting for all correlations between angular scales,
redshift combinations, and correlations between the different ob-
servables, thus also including the cross-covariance:

Cov
[
CAB

i j (`),CA′B′
kl (`′)

]
=

=
δK
``′

(2` + 1) fsky∆`

{[
CAA′

ik (`) + NAA′
ik (`)

] [
CBB′

jl (`′) + NBB′
jl (`′)

]
+

[
CAB′

il (`) + NAB′
il (`)

] [
CBA′

jk (`′) + NBA′
jk (`′)

]}
, (3)

where A, B, A′, B′ stand for WL and GCph, i, j, k, l run over all
tomographic bins, δK

``′ denotes the Kronecker delta of ` and `′,
fsky represents the fraction of the sky observed by Euclid, and
∆` the width of the multipole bins. The noise terms NAB

i j (`) take
the form σ2

εδ
K
i j/n̄i for WL, where the variance of observed ellip-

ticities is σ2
ε = 0.32, and δK

i j/n̄i for GCph. We assume that the
Poisson errors on WL and GCph are uncorrelated, which yields
a vanishing noise for XC. More details are laid out in EC19.

In all this work we will consider two possible scenarios: an
optimistic case and a pessimistic one. Following EC19, where
multipole cuts were introduced to mimic non-Gaussian contri-
bution to the covariances, we define the optimistic case as the
analysis where these effects are neglected, including all multi-
poles from ` = 10 to ` = 5000 for WL and the multipoles from
` = 10 to ` = 3000 for GCph and XC. In the pessimistic case we
limit the maximum multipole to 1500 for WL and 750 for GCph
and XC, where the limiting multipoles are those for which we
reach the maximum information content that one would obtain
including these non-Gaussian contributions.

It is important to mention that a joint analysis of several
probes implies a large data vector, which requires a large covari-
ance matrix. In this work we follow EC19 in using a theoretical
Gaussian covariance matrix for the observables, which makes
the estimation of the covariance matrix easy. However, we must
be aware that estimating the joint covariance for analyses with
real measurements may become much more difficult than for
single-probe analyses; in particular when the covariance is es-
timated from simulations. In these cases we must ensure that the
constraining power brought by the different elements of the data
vector is large enough to compensate for the added difficulty on
the estimation of the covariance. A simple approach that could
be followed is to use only the galaxies that provide the high-
est signal-to-noise for each probe: use only the sources located
at high redshift for WL and the lenses located at low redshift
(better photometric redshift estimates) for GCph. Such selection
could significantly reduce the dimensionality of the data vector
and the covariance and still keep nearly the same constraining
power. This was the approach used in Abbott et al. (2018). In this
work we want to study the maximum impact of the XC terms.
Therefore, we consider the best-case scenario where we can in-
clude all the information from all probes without considering
the additional difficulty in estimating the covariance matrix. A
detailed analysis will need to be done in the future to determine
which fraction of the information from each probe can enter into
the data vector in order to still be able to accurately estimate
the covariance matrix, or to devise data compression techniques
which would allow us to use the full information. However, such
analysis is beyond the scope of this work.
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4. Cosmological models

We investigate the impact of the XC terms using the cosmo-
logical models discussed in EC19. As baseline, we consider a
spatially flat Universe filled with cold dark matter and dark en-
ergy. We approximate the dark energy equation of state param-
eter following the popular parameterisation (Chevallier & Po-
larski 2001; Linder 2005)

w(z) = w0 + wa
z

1 + z
. (4)

In addition to the two dark energy parameters, w0 and wa,
the cosmological model is fully described at the background
level by the total matter density at present time, Ωm,0, and the
dimensionless Hubble constant, h, for which we have H0 =
100 h km s−1 Mpc−1; where our notation is that if no time-
dependence is specified for a given parameter, we consider this
parameter as computed at z = 0.

In addition, the parameters needed to describe the regime of
linear perturbations are: the baryon density, Ωb,0; the slope of
the primordial spectrum, ns; and the RMS of matter fluctuations
on spheres of 8 h−1 Mpc radius, σ8. Concerning the impact of
dark energy on matter perturbations, we consider a dynamically
evolving, minimally-coupled scalar field, called Quintessence,
where we assume its sound speed is equal to the speed of light,
and that it has vanishing anisotropic stress. This implies that we
can neglect any fluctuations in the dark energy fluid in our anal-
ysis. For the description of linear perturbations we adopt here
the Parameterised Post-Friedmann (PPF) framework of Hu &
Sawicki (2007), which allows the equation-of-state parameter to
cross w(z) = −1 without developing instabilities in the perturba-
tion sector.

In addition to this baseline cosmological model, we also ex-
plore two extensions, as done in EC19:

– non-flat models, where the curvature parameter ΩK,0 is
nonzero. In this case we relax the flatness assumption and
add the dark energy density ΩDE,0 as an additional free pa-
rameter;

– a modified gravity model with deviations in the standard
growth with respect to ΛCDM. We parameterise the growth
rate f (z) of linear density perturbations in terms of the
growth index γ (Lahav et al. 1991), defined as

γ =
ln f (z)

ln Ωm(z)
, (5)

with Ωm(z) ≡ Ωm,0(1 + z)3H2
0/H

2(z). The growth rate f is
solution of the equation

f ′(z) −
f 2(z)
1 + z

−

[
2

1 + z
−

H′(z)
H(z)

]
f (z) +

3
2

Ωm(z)
1 + z

= 0 , (6)

where prime refers to the derivative with respect to z, and in
general relativity we have γ ≈ 0.55.

Such a modification was implemented in EC19 via a rescal-
ing of the power spectrum P(k, z) in the following way

PMG(k, z) = P(k, z)
[

DMG(z; γ)
D(z)

]2

, (7)

where DMG(z; γ) is the growth factor for modified gravity ob-
tained by integrating Eq. (5) for a given γ, keeping in mind that
f (z) ≡ −d ln D(z)/d ln(1 + z).

The fiducial values for the cosmological parameters vector p
also follow EC19, with

p = {Ωm,0, Ωb,0, w0, wa, h, ns, σ8, ΩDE,0, γ}

= {0.32, 0.05, −1.0, 0.0, 0.67, 0.96, 0.816, 0.68, 0.55} , (8)

where the last two parameters are considered only in the ex-
tended models discussed above. In addition, we fix the sum of
the neutrino masses to

∑
mν = 0.06 eV. It is important to note

that the linear growth factor depends on both redshift and scale
in the presence of massive neutrinos. However, we follow EC19
in neglecting this small effect, given the neutrino masses con-
sidered in this analysis, and instead compute the linear growth
factor in the massless limit. All fiducial values correspond to the
ones provided in Planck Collaboration: Ade et al. (2016).

5. Systematic effects

While the link between the primary Euclid probes and cos-
mology is well defined, we necessarily have to account for
known systematic effects that can bias our results if not con-
sidered properly. In this section we focus on three systematic
effects: the galaxy bias, the intrinsic alignment of galaxies, and
the uncertainties in the mean of the photometric galaxy distri-
butions in each tomographic bin.1 We model each of these in
terms of parameterised functions where the additional parame-
ters are known as “nuisance parameters”. This will allow us to
marginalise these effects out of our analysis.

In addition to these three mentioned effects, other sources
of systematic uncertainties could be considered, but we do not
account for these in this paper. As an example, we neglect mag-
nification (Krause & Hirata 2010; Liu et al. 2014; Zitrin et al.
2015; Garcia-Fernandez et al. 2016) and relativistic effects (Yoo
& Zaldarriaga 2014; Bonvin 2014; Adamek et al. 2016; Alam
et al. 2017b). Note that relativistic effects become relevant at
large scales, specially for GCph. To minimise the impact of ne-
glecting these effects on our results, we exclude the largest scales
from our analysis, limiting our photometric probes to ` ≥ 10.

It is important to mention that in this work we refer to sys-
tematic effects as (astro)physical systematic uncertaintites; i.e.
we only consider systematic effects originated by physical pro-
cesses. In order for Euclid to reach its expectations, we will have
to overcome many observational systematic effects (e.g. Cropper
et al. 2013; Euclid Collaboration: Paykari et al. 2020), like the re-
moval of foregrounds or the image processing. One major obser-
vational challenge for the Euclid photometric survey will be the
use of anisotropic ground-based optical data to obtain the photo-
metric redshift estimates of the galaxies detected by the Euclid
imager. However, in this work we focus on the systematic effects
with a physical origin, since they are intrinsically linked to the
signal, while the analysis of observational systematic effects and
how we can minimize their impact is left for future work.

5.1. Bias modelling

Weak lensing observations directly trace the underlying matter
distribution δm, however the same does not apply for galaxy clus-
tering. This is because galaxy clustering relies on observations
of the light from galaxies, which is only a biased proxy of δm
(Kaiser 1987). Thus, in order to obtain theoretical predictions for

1 Notice that also an inaccurate modelling of the shape of these distri-
butions might introduce a systematic effect on the analysis. We neglect
such possibility in this paper, leaving this investigation to future work.
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galaxy clustering observations, the galaxy distribution δg needs
to be related to the matter distribution via a bias function, b. It is
in general given by

δg(z) = b(z)δm(z) , (9)

where we neglect the possible dependence of the bias on the
scale k, and we assume a linear relation between the matter and
galaxy distributions. Note that a linear bias approximation is suf-
ficiently accurate for large scales (Abbott et al. 2018). However,
when adding very small scales into the analysis, or using for
instance spectroscopic galaxy clustering, a more detailed mod-
elling of the galaxy bias is required (see e.g. Sánchez et al. 2017).
One of the approaches to this modelling is through perturbation
theory, which introduces a nonlinear and nonlocal galaxy bias
(Lazeyras et al. 2016; Chan et al. 2012; Sheth et al. 2013; Des-
jacques et al. 2018. See also Pandey et al. 2020; Sugiyama et al.
2020 for galaxy bias modelling with DES and HSC mock cata-
logues, respectively).

Constraints coming from galaxy clustering alone will be
affected by the marginalisation over nuisance parameter con-
straints used to model b(z), as these will be degenerate with cos-
mological parameters. However the inclusion of weak lensing
information (which does not depend on galaxy bias) and the XC
between these two probes breaks these degeneracies and there-
fore improves the constraints on cosmological parameters, while
also providing information on the galaxy bias itself.

In this paper we are interested in quantifying the increase
in information caused by including the XC terms, and under-
standing if the use of this additional information will allow us to
improve our knowledge on b(z), within the context of different
possible bias models. To achieve this purpose we investigate the
impact of cross-correlations on two different parameterisations
of b(z):

– Baseline (binned) bias (EC19), where the bias is assumed to
be constant within each of the redshift bins in true redshift,
i.e.

b(zi ≤ z ≤ zi+1) = bi , (10)

with zi and zi+1 the boundaries of the ith redshift bin in true
redshift.

– Flagship bias, where we use a fitting function in agreement
with the measurements obtained from the Flagship simula-
tion of the Euclid survey:2

b(z) = A +
B

1 + exp [−(z − D)C]
, (11)

where A, B,C, and D are nuisance parameters.

In the first case, we choose a fiducial for our nuisance param-
eters corresponding to the choice

b(z) =
√

1 + z . (12)

Therefore, the fiducial values of the nuisance parameters are

bi =
√

1 + z̄i , (13)

with z̄i the mean redshift value of each redshift bin in true red-
shift.

For the Flagship galaxy bias model we use fiducial parame-
ters measured directly from the simulation, which are: A = 1.0,

2 Euclid Collaboration, in preparation.

Flagship bias
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Fig. 1. The plot shows the different bias parameterisations used in the
paper, i.e. the binned bias (orange line) and the Flagship bias (red line),
for the fiducial values of their respective parameters, as well as the mea-
surements of the galaxy bias in the Flagship simulation (black dots).
For illustrative purposes, further 25 lines for each case are represented
alongside the fiducials, showing how the galaxy bias changes when we
allow for a Gaussian dispersion of 5% on the bias nuisance parameters.

B = 2.5, C = 2.8, and D = 1.6. These values have been ob-
tained by selecting all galaxies from the Flagship simulation with
a magnitude in the Euclid VIS band less than 24.5. This corre-
sponds to the magnitude cut where extended sources will be de-
tected at 10σ in 4 exposures lasting 565 seconds each (Cropper
et al. 2018). Once the galaxies from the simulation have been
selected, we measure their galaxy clustering projected angular
power spectra at different redshifts. We then obtain the galaxy
bias by computing the ratio of these spectra over the theoretical
matter predictions.

It is important to note that in the Flagship case we make the
assumption that we will be able to parameterise the redshift evo-
lution of the galaxy bias. In the binned case, on the other hand,
we consider several free parameters (one for each redshift bin)
without attempting to model the redshift evolution within each
bin. Therefore, we are not only considering two different fiducial
functions for our galaxy bias evolution, but also testing the role
of XC when our ability to parameterise the redshift evolution of
galaxy bias is different.

In Fig. 1 we show the fiducial galaxy bias for both parame-
terisations. For illustrative purposes we also show in Fig. 1 the
trend in redshift of the binned and Flagship models when the bias
nuisance parameters are varied, with respect to their fiducial val-
ues, with a random Gaussian dispersion of 5%. It is important to
mention that the trend of the Flagship galaxy bias beyond z = 2 is
caused by the extrapolation of the analytic parameterisation used
to fit the measurements on the simulation. However, the number
density of galaxies in this region is very low, which implies that
the extrapolation used will have a negligible impact on the final
results.

Although our baseline modelling for galaxy bias assumes a
linear approximation, we further consider a simple nonlinear ex-
tension to check the dependence of the XC terms on the linear
bias assumption. We follow Baldauf et al. (2010) in assuming a
local, nonlinear galaxy bias relation via a Taylor expansion of
the galaxy density field as a function of the matter overdensity.
Note that we are setting the nonlocal terms (McDonald 2006;
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Table 1. Summary of nuisance parameters, together with their fiducial values, considered in this analysis.

Galaxy bias Intrinsic alignment Photometric redshifts
Parameter b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9 b10 A B C D AIA ηIA βIA ∆zi, i ∈ [1, 10]

Fiducial value 1.10 1.22 1.27 1.32 1.36 1.40 1.44 1.50 1.57 1.74 1.0 2.5 2.8 1.6 1.72 -0.41 2.17 0.0

McDonald & Roy 2009) to 0 for simplicity, but this local, non-
linear model is enough for our purposes. We can in this case
rewrite Eq. (9) as

δg(z) = bL(z)δm(z) +
1
2

bNL(z)δ2
m(z) + . . . , (14)

where bL stands for the linear galaxy bias and bNL represents its
nonlinear contribution.

The galaxy-galaxy and galaxy-matter power spectra are then
given by

Pgg(k) = b2
LPNL(k) + 2bLbNLPA(k) +

1
2

b2
NLPB(k) + N , (15)

Pgm(k) = bLPNL(k) + bNLPA(k) , (16)

where N is the renormalised shot noise, PNL represents the non-
linear matter power spectrum and PA and PB are given by

PA(k) =

∫
d3q

(2π)3 PL(q)PL(|k − q|)F2(q, k − q) , (17)

PB(k) =

∫
d3q

(2π)3 PL(|q|)[PL(|k − q|) − PL(q)] , (18)

with PL the linear matter power spectrum and

F2(k1, k2) =
5
7

+
1
2

k1 · k2

k1k2

(
k1

k2
+

k2

k1

)
+

2
7

(
k1 · k2

k1k2

)2

, (19)

being the second order standard mode coupling kernel. Follow-
ing Baldauf et al. (2010), we set our bNL fiducial such that the
ratio bNL/bL is equal to 0.26. Note that the specific fiducial value
does not have a relevant role when trying to determine the role
of XC beyond the linear galaxy bias approximation. However, a
fixed ratio of bNL/bL = 0.26 is also in agreement with the results
obtained in Pandey et al. (2020) for the range of bL baseline val-
ues considered in this work. We further set the renormalised shot
noise N = 0.

5.2. Intrinsic alignment

In Sect. 3, we defined the IA amplitude parameter A. In our ap-
proach, this parameter takes the form given in EC19,

A(z) =
AIACIAΩm,0FIA(z)

D(z)
, (20)

where CIA is a normalisation parameter which we set as CIA =
0.0134, while D(z) is the growth factor, andAIA is a nuisance pa-
rameter fixing the overall amplitude of the IA contribution. The
function FIA sets the redshift dependence of the IA contribution
which can be conveniently modeled as

FIA(z) = (1 + z)ηIA

[
〈L〉(z)
L?(z)

]βIA

, (21)

with 〈L〉(z)/L?(z) the redshift-dependent ratio between the aver-
age source luminosity and the characteristic scale of the lumi-
nosity function. Equations (20) and (21) reduce to the nonlinear

linear alignment model (Hirata et al. 2007; Bridle & King 2007)
for ηIA = βIA = 0 (i.e. FIA = 1), while the additional scaling
with z and the luminosity has been introduced to improve the fit
to both low-redshift data and numerical simulations (Joachimi
et al. 2015). We will refer to this model as eNLA in the fol-
lowing, setting the nuisance parameters to the following fiducial
values

{AIA, ηIA, βIA} = {1.72, −0.41, 2.17} , (22)

in accordance with the recent fit to the IA measured in the
Horizon-AGN simulation (Chisari et al. 2015). It is important to
mention that we expect the amplitude of IA, AIA, to be smaller
in practice (see Fortuna et al. 2020, for a detailed discussion on
the amplitude of IA for different types of galaxies), but we keep
a higher value in this analysis to study the role of XCs when IA
are important.

5.3. Photometric redshifts

The accuracy of photometric redshifts is crucial to the exploita-
tion of the galaxy clustering and weak lensing power spectra.
To mitigate the effect of potential unknown biases in the photo-z
algorithms, we follow Troxel et al. (2018); Abbott et al. (2018)
who introduced nuisance parameters for the biases/shifts of the
mean redshifts of each photo-z bin. That is:

ntrue
i (z) = ni(z − ∆zi) , (23)

where ∆zi is a nuisance parameter for each redshift bin, and ntrue
i

is the true galaxy distribution. This change of the galaxy redshift
distribution is going to impact galaxy clustering and weak lens-
ing predictions through their kernels. ∆zi > 0 will generally lead
to a higher amplitude for clustering and a lower amplitude for
weak lensing, as the galaxies are shifted to lower redshifts. Be-
cause the XC terms increase the number of spectra used in a like-
lihood analysis with respect to the number of redshift bins (and
thus the number of nuisance parameters), it may be expected that
including these terms will improve the constraints on these nui-
sance parameters.

Before moving to the results section we summarize all the
nuisance parameters considered in this analysis, together with
their fiducial values, in Table 1.

6. Results

In this section, we present the main results of our analysis, i.e.
the improvement in parameter constraints using the Euclid WL
and GCph probes when also including their XC terms, instead of
simply considering the two probes as independent. The effect of
XC on cosmological parameter constraints was briefly discussed
in EC19; here instead we focus, in particular, on the importance
of the XC terms in constraining the nuisance parameters since
they also contain astrophysical information, for example in test-
ing galaxy formation scenarios. In this section, unless otherwise
stated, all the plots refer to the ‘optimistic’ case.
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6.1. Baseline specifications

Let us start by considering the baseline specifications described
above. These are the same as adopted in EC19, where the im-
pact of XC terms on cosmological parameter constraints was
discussed, finding an improvement in the FoM 3 of a factor
5.7 (4.4) for the pessimistic (optimistic) case, when a flat cos-
mology is assumed, a result that is confirmed by the analysis
performed in this work. Here we focus instead on the impact
of the XC terms on both the cosmological and nuisance pa-
rameters. In the top panel of Fig. 2 we show the ratio on the
forecast uncertainties for the bias parameters with and without
XC, i.e. σ(bi,WL + GCph)/σ(bi,WL + GCph + XC). We also re-
port the marginalised constraints on the 10 bias parameters in
Table A.1, shown in Appendix A. Comparing the results with
and without XC, immediately shows the power of this additional
information in reducing the error on the bias parameters. On av-
erage over the 10 parameters, we find an error reduction of ∼ 9%
(∼ 25%) in the pessimistic (optimistic) scenario when XC is in-
cluded.

It is interesting to note that there is a qualitative trend of
σ(bi,WL + GCph )/σ(bi,WL + GCph + XC) with the bin redshift.
In particular, we find that the above ratio increases with z in the
pessimistic case (going from 1.09 to 1.21), while the trend is re-
versed in the optimistic case (the ratio decreasing from 1.54 to
1.20). Moreover, the improvement brought by the XC is signifi-
cantly larger for the optimistic case compared to the pessimistic
one. In order to understand these effects, we have investigated
the ratio of the unmarginalised constraints on the galaxy bias
nuisance parameters, instead of marginalising over the cosmo-
logical and IA parameters, which is shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 2. In the unmarginalised case we observe that both the
optimistic and pessimistic scenarios show a similar trend as a
function of redshift. Moreover, the XCs are more important in
the pessimistic case. This is due to the addition of more scales
in the optimistic case, which helps in constraining the parame-
ters and therefore slightly decreases the importance of the XC.
Therefore, the different behaviour in the top panel of Fig. 2 is
entirely due to the correlations between the cosmological and
nuisance parameters.

It is worth investigating whether the reduction in error caused
by the inclusion of the XC is model independent. To this end, we
consider the case of non-flat models, i.e. we still leave the fidu-
cial model unchanged, but relax the flatness assumption adding
the fractional density of dark energy, ΩDE,0 as an additional pa-
rameter to constrain; note that we will still assume flatness in
the Limber approximated power spectra (Taylor et al. 2018).
We refer again to Fig. 2 for the ratio of the constraining power
with and without XC, while we show the marginalised errors
on the bias parameters for both pessimistic and optimistic as-
sumptions in Table A.2, which can be found in Appendix A. As
expected, adding one more parameter weakens the overall con-
straints due to the increased volume in parameter space and de-
generacies among the full set of cosmological and nuisance pa-
rameters. This increase in the marginalised errors occurs if XC is
included or not. We find on average, with respect to the flat case,
a 35% increase of the errors for WL+GCph vs. 32% when XC
is added in the pessimistic case, while these numbers become
7% and 17% in the optimistic one. When comparing WL+GCph
with WL+GCph+XC constraints for non-flat models, we again

3 In this work we follow the definition of FoM used in EC19, where

it is given by FoM =

√
det

(
F̃w0wa

)
, with F̃w0wa being the marginalised

Fisher submatrix for w0 and wa.
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Fig. 2. Ratio of the marginalised (top panel) and unmarginalised (bot-
tom panel) forecast uncertainties on the bi bias parameters between
WL+GCph and WL+GCph+XC, in the pessimistic (red lines) and op-
timistic (yellow lines) cases. We show in this plot results for both the
flat Universe model (solid lines) and the non-flat case (dashed lines).

find that XC reduces the marginalised errors on the bias param-
eters. We also find the same overall trend with redshift for the
impact of XC: with the effect being smaller than the flat case for
the optimistic assumption (with average improvement 15% in-
stead of 25%), while the opposite takes place in the pessimistic
one (the average improvement being now 12% instead of 9%).
Given the different range in multipoles between the optimistic
and pessimistic cases, the degeneracies introduced by the addi-
tional parameter ΩDE,0 are lifted in the optimistic case by the use
of small scales, while in the pessimistic case XC plays a more
important role, thus increasing its relevance with respect to the
flat cosmology.

We now discuss the constraints on the IA parameters for the
eNLA model, which we summarise in Table 2 in both the flat and
non-flat cases, under both pessimistic and optimistic assump-
tions. We find that the marginalised errors of the IA parameters
are of the same order of magnitude (if not larger) compared to the
fiducial values. This is, however, not unexpected when consider-
ing that they only enter through their combination inAIAFIA(z),
so that large degeneracies are present in the amplitude terms. In-
deed, we find that the correlation coefficient of, e.g. AIA with
(ηIA, βIA) is almost unity. In addition the GCph probe is totally
independent of IAs and therefore does not constrain the IA pa-
rameters at all. As a consequence, adding WL and GCph has only
an indirect impact on the IA constraints. To understand how this
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Table 2. Constraint on the IA nuisance parameters for flat and non-flat cases, for both the pessimistic and optimistic assumptions.

IA parameters: flat cosmology, baseline
Probe Case σ(AIA) σ(ηIA) σ(βIA) σ(AIA) σ(ηIA) σ(βIA)

pessimistic optimistic
flat 3.85 2.45 1.03 3.35 2.13 0.90

WL+GCph
non-flat 3.86 2.46 1.04 3.35 2.13 0.90

flat 1.39 0.90 0.34 0.92 0.60 0.22
WL+GCph+XC

non-flat 1.40 0.91 0.34 0.92 0.60 0.22
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Fig. 3. 1σ and 2σ confidence contours on the optimistic, flat GR, base-
line case for GCph+WL (orange) vs. GCph+WL+XC (green) for the
3 intrinsic alignment parameters vs. the Ωm parameter. While the IA
parmeters are clearly very degenerate among themselves, Ωm shows lit-
tle degeneracy to them, especially when XC is included.

works, let us focus on the correlation between AIA and Ωm,0
which is one of the largest ones in the optimistic case. When
using WL alone, we find a correlation coefficient −0.27 which
reduces to −0.12 when using WL+GCph because of the better
constraint on Ωm,0. However, the error on AIA is not particu-
larly affected by this with σ(AIA) reducing from 3.47 to 3.35,
i.e. a 4% reduction only. Instead, when XC is included, the de-
generacy between Ωm,0 and AIA is almost totally lifted with the
correlation coefficient going down to −0.007 thus allowing an
improvement of almost a factor of 3.5. We show the impact of
XC on IA parameter constraints in Fig. 3 for the optimistic case.
The inclusion of XC improves the constraints on {AIA, ηIA, βIA},
but the expected errors are smaller than the corresponding fidu-
cial value only in the optimistic scenario. It is also worth noting
that relaxing the flatness assumption does not degrade the con-
straints on the IA parameters. This is just a consequence of the
IA parameters being almost uncorrelated with ΩDE,0 so that there
are no further degeneracies introduced. For this same reason, the
impact of XC works in the same way as the flat case, since the
same qualitative argument still holds in the non-flat case.

To conclude this section, which focuses on the specifications
and models under investigation in EC19, extending the investi-

gation to the effects of XC on nuisance parameters, we want to
quantify the impact of the XC terms on modified gravity con-
straints. We use here the phenomenological approach described
in Sect. 4, i.e. we consider the growth index γ. In the ΛCDM
concordance model, γ ≈ 0.55 with gravity described by gen-
eral relativity. A deviation from this value could be indicative
of phenomena associated with modified gravity. To forecast how
accurately Euclid photometric probes can constrain this param-
eter, we add γ as a new parameter in the Fisher matrix by the
simple extension of the general relativity recipe from Sect. 4. In
this case, we find a significant weakening of the constraints as a
consequence of including this additional parameter, as expected.
More interestingly, we also find that XC is highly efficient in
improving the constraints on each cosmological parameter com-
pared with WL+GCph only. This is consistent with the findings
of EC19 for the general relativity model considered, and we now
extend this result to the modified gravity case. In particular, the
error on γ reduces by a factor 1.5 in the pessimistic case show-
ing that XC helps to constrain deviations from general relativity.
The impact is less pronounced when one includes larger `, with
XC reducing the error in the optimistic case by only 10%, due
to the fact that, in the optimistic case, the constraints are now
driven by the nonlinear part of the power spectrum. In this work
we model the nonlinearities following the same prescriptions of
EC19, which are obtained in the ΛCDM regime. However, an
adapted recipe for nonlinearities should be applied for each mod-
ified gravity theoretical model, which could change the quanti-
tative impact of XC depending on the modified gravity model
considered.

We show the effect of XC on γ constraints in Fig. 4. We
report the 68% errors on this and the other cosmological param-
eters in Table A.3, while we show the constraints on the bias
parameters in Table A.4.

In contrast with the cosmological parameters, the
marginalised errors on the IA parameters are not affected
by the presence of the γ parameter, and therefore the effect of
XC on these is unchanged. This is a consequence of the inter-
play among the degeneracy of IA and cosmological parameters
which is now changed with respect to the general relativity case.
As a result, the weakening of the constraints on cosmological
parameters does not lead to a corresponding increase in the
errors for the IA parameters.

We have also investigated the case when the flatness assump-
tion is relaxed, leaving ΩDE,0 free to vary. We do not find any
remarkable difference on the impact of XC, apart from the ex-
pected degradation of the constraints due to having one more
parameter.

Finally, we have re-computed the baseline forecasts includ-
ing priors on the cosmological parameters coming from the spec-
troscopic galaxy clustering analysis of Euclid from EC19 and
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Fig. 4. 1σ and 2σ confidence contours on the optimistic, flat modi-
fied gravity, baseline case for GCph+WL (orange) vs. GCph+WL+XC
(green). The modified gravity parameter γ is not significantly better
constrained when including XC, but its inclusion helps to break some
degeneracies, especially with w0, wa, and σ8.

from the final BOSS data release (Alam et al. 2017a); therefore
neglecting the XC terms that might appear between GCs and the
photometric probes. Both for the baseline flat model and for the
non-flat modified gravity case, we see that the role of XC (on the
constraints of both the cosmological and nuisance parameters)
is equally important when we add priors coming from BOSS.
When adding priors coming from the GCs Euclid analysis, the
role of the XC terms is slightly smaller, given the significant in-
crease in constraining power by the additional probe. However,
the XC are still a vital addition when constraining the cosmolog-
ical and nuisance parameters.

6.2. Dependence on the galaxy bias model

Galaxy bias enters both the GCph and XC terms, therefore it
is worth considering how the cosmological constraints depend
upon the bias model. In the baseline specifications, b(z) was
modeled as a piecewise constant function with independent am-
plitudes in the 10 redshift bins. However, N-body simulations
coupled with reliable models for galaxy distributions and halo
occupation statistics can provide a physically-motivated prior on
the redshift dependence of the bias function. By using this infor-
mation, we model b(z) using Eq. (11), with the four parameters
{A, B, C, D} as the new nuisance parameters free to vary in our
Fisher analysis.

Since we reduce the number of nuisance bias parameters
from 10 to 4, or in other words we assume we can parameterise
the redshift evolution of the galaxy bias even within each redshift
bin, we expect an improvement of the constraints on the cosmo-
logical parameters. In Table A.5 we report the marginalised er-
rors for the flat general relativity case4 which can be compared
with the corresponding table of EC19. Averaging over the full
set of parameters, we indeed find a 17% (14%) reduction of the

4 We will discuss here only the results for the flat model since both the
effects of changing the bias and the impact of XC is qualitatively the
same for flat and non-flat models.

WL+GCph (WL+GCph+XC) errors for the pessimistic case, due
to the more rigid bias modelling. This factor reduces to 4% (6%)
in the optimistic case. We also find that reducing the number
of bias parameters reduces the correlation between parameters,
as can be appreciated by looking at the FoM. The WL+GCph
FoM indeed increases by 37% (15%) for the pessimistic (opti-
mistic) case, while the WL+GCph+XC FoM improves by 54%
(30%). Although not unexpected, this significant boost of the
FoM points at the importance of constraining the galaxy bias in
the GCph sample.

Regardless of the bias model used, adding XC to WL and
GCph still stands out as the most efficient way to strengthen the
constraints on the cosmological parameters, and hence also in-
crease the FoM. In detail, the impact of XC for the pessimistic
case is large, with FoM(WL + GCph+ XC)/FoM(WL + GCph) =
5.7 for the binned bias modelling. This factor reduces somewhat
to FoM(WL + GCph + XC)/FoM(WL + GCph) = 4.8 when the
Flagship bias modelling is adopted. For the optimistic case, these
ratios are respectively 4.4 and 3.7. This reduction of the impact
of XC when moving from binned bias to Flagship bias is related
to the Flagship bias already removing part of the degeneracy be-
tween cosmological and nuisance quantities, thanks to its smaller
number of parameters. The numbers are nevertheless still large
enough that the impact of XC is of paramount importance.

Let us now discuss the constraints on the bias and IA nui-
sance parameters reported in Table 3. Concerning the bias pa-
rameters, a direct comparison with the baseline case of Table A.1
is not possible as we use different parameterisations. We can nev-
ertheless note that the impact of XC on the constraints is com-
parable to the binned bias case. Indeed, we find that adding XC
reduces the errors on average by 8% (27%) in the pessimistic
(optimistic) case which are roughly the same as what we found
before. Again, this is consistent with the expectation since the
effect of XC is to reduce the correlation among the bias and the
cosmology, and this happens no matter which bias model is used.

Moreover, we find that the constraints on the IA nuisance
parameters are not modified with respect to the binned bias case.
This happens because bias and IA are two different phenomena
affecting only GCph and WL respectively, but not both of them.
Therefore, the bias model has no impact on IA constraints and
the effect of XC on those is similar to what was found in the
baseline case.

In addition, we investigate the effect of the change in the
bias modelling on constraints on the modified gravity parame-
ter γ. We find σ(γ) = 0.046 (0.017) for the pessimistic (opti-
mistic) case using only WL + GCph, while adding XC reduces
the error to σ(γ) = 0.036 (0.014), i.e. a 27% (21%) improve-
ment. XC has a different impact on γ with respect to the binned
bias case, where the improvement was of 50% in the pessimistic
case and of 10% in the optimistic one. The different relevance
of XC in this case is connected to the significant improvement
that a change in the bias modelling brings on σ(γ). Replacing the
binned bias with the Flagship one improves the constraints on γ
by a factor ∼ 1.5 for both the pessimistic and optimistic cases
when WL+GCph+XC is used. We can therefore conclude that a
reliable modelling of the galaxy bias provides a valuable help
to discriminate general relativity and modified gravity models
based on the growth of structures.

Before finishing this subsection, we study the impact of the
XC terms when we go beyond the linear galaxy bias approxi-
mation. We consider, for simplicity, the baseline specifications
with 10 tomographic bins and a constant bL per bin with fiducial
√

1 + z̄, where z̄ denotes the mean of the bin in true redshift. We
further consider a constant bNL per tomographic bin with fiducial
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Table 3. 68% errors, without and with the XC contribution, on the nuisance parameters (both bias and IA) when the Flagship bias model is
considered. We consider a flat general relativity model, and set {`max(WL), `max(GCph)} according to the pessimistic and optimistic assumptions.

Nuisance parameters: flat cosmology, Flagship bias
Probe Case σ(A) σ(B) σ(C) σ(D) σ(AIA) σ(ηIA) σ(βIA)

pessimistic 0.0086 0.0710 0.0546 0.0133 3.83 2.43 1.02
WL+GCph

optimistic 0.0045 0.0341 0.0257 0.0053 3.34 2.13 0.90
pessimistic 0.0081 0.0618 0.0505 0.0128 1.38 0.89 0.34

WL+GCph+XC
optimistic 0.0028 0.0280 0.0214 0.0049 0.91 0.59 0.22

bNL = 0.26bL, as described in Sect. 5.1, which leads to a total
amount of 20 nuisance parameters for the galaxy bias. Look-
ing first at the cosmological parameter constraints, we find that
adding the XC terms when using a nonlinear galaxy bias model
improves the constraints between a factor 1.5 and a factor 3.4 for
the pessimistic case, and between a factor 1.3 and a factor 2.5 for
the optimistic case (compared to the constraints with a nonlinear
galaxy bias model and without the XC terms). This improvement
should be compared to a factor between 1 and 3.5 (1.1 and 2.6)
for the pessimistic (optimistic) case when using a linear galaxy
bias model. Therefore, we can confirm that the additional con-
straining power on the cosmological parameters from the XC
between GCph and WL is still present when we consider a more
complex galaxy bias model. Moreover, in the case of a nonlin-
ear galaxy bias model, the addition of the XC terms allows us to
improve the constraints on bL by a factor between 1.4 and 2 (1.6
and 2.4) for the pessimistic (optimistic) case. This can be com-
pared to the improvement on the galaxy bias constraints (using
the linear model) when adding the XC terms, which corresponds
to an improvement by a factor between 1 and 1.2 (1.2 and 1.5)
for the pessimistic (optimistic) case, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus,
the XC between GCph and WL is even more helpful when con-
straining more complex galaxy bias models.

6.3. Shift in cosmological parameter best fit from neglecting
IA

In Sect. 5.2 we described how we include the IA contribution in
the theoretical predictions for cosmic shear, while in Sect. 6.1
we estimated the improvement brought by XC on the constraints
of the parameters modelling this effect. Given the constraining
power brought by GCph and XC in addition to the WL probe, it is
worth exploring if such a combination allows one to distinguish
different assumptions pertaining to this contribution.

To estimate whether one can distinguish between different
models of a physical mechanism the shift in the best fit of the
cosmological parameters with the ‘wrong’ model can be tested.
In an MCMC (of nested sampling) analysis this could be esti-
mated by generating mock data with a given fiducial cosmology
and fitting these with theoretical predictions from a different one;
the cosmological parameters will be shifted from the assumed
fiducial values in order to compensate the different effects of the
two cosmologies.

However, this investigation can also be performed within the
Fisher matrix formalism if we deal with ‘nested models’, where
the parameter space of one of the two cosmologies is contained
within that of the other (Heavens et al. 2007). In this framework,
the former cosmology is described by a set of parameters {θα},
while the latter by {θα} ∪ {ψa}, and note that in this treatment we
label the nested model parameters by indexes α, β, . . . and the ex-
tra parameters by indexes a, b, . . .An interesting question then is:

what happens to the best-fit estimates of the parameter set θ if we
do not properly model ψ in our analysis? For instance, if reality
is described by the parameter ψtrue

a and we wrongly assume ψfid
a

as fiducial cosmology, this will imply a shift in the θ parameters,
due to a compensation that has to account for ψ being kept fixed
to an incorrect value. In a Fisher matrix analysis, such a shift δ
on a parameter θα can be computed via (see Camera et al. 2017,
Appendix A)

δ(θα) =
(
F−1

)
αβ

Fβa

(
ψfid

a − ψ
true
a

)
, (24)

where it is worth emphasising that F is the full Fisher matrix,
containing both parameter sets θ and ψ, whereas Fβa are the ele-
ments of the rectangular sub-matrix mixing θ and ψ parameters,
and summation over equal indexes is assumed.

We apply such methodology to investigate if the combina-
tion of GCph, WL and their XC is able to distinguish different
amplitudes AIA of the IA contribution. To this end, we keep the
fiducial of βIA and ηIA to our baseline, but we use Eq. (24) to
compute the shift on the cosmological parameters caused by a
wrong assumption of AIA. The results for Ωm,0, w0 and wa are
shown in Fig. 5, where we highlight the significance of this shift
when AIA is changed from the baseline fiducial.5 We see that
completely neglecting the IA contribution (AIA = 0) leads to
shifts of ≈ 40σ on Ωm,0, ≈ 20σ on w0 and ≈ 10σ on wa when
the full combination WL+GCph+XC is considered. If we do not
include XC, such shifts reduce to ≈ 3σ, ≈ 5σ, ≈ 5σ respec-
tively, thereby demonstrating how the addition of XC is relevant
not only to improve the constraining power of the survey, but
also to put to test the assumptions made in the modelling of nui-
sance effects. It is important to point out here that the huge val-
ues of the shifts on the parameters when XC is included should
not be taken literally; when the shift with respect to the fiducial
values becomes large, the Gaussian approximation on which the
Fisher matrix analysis relies breaks down. Therefore, the Fisher
approximation can no longer capture the true shape of the likeli-
hood. We consider the value of 3σ as a safe threshold, meaning
that any shift beyond this limit should be interpreted just as a
very large shift. We represent this region in Fig. 5 with a gray-
shaded area.

It is worth mentioning before finishing this subsection that
we have also considered to apply this extended Fisher formalism
to quantify the shift in cosmological parameter best fit from as-
suming a ‘wrong’ fiducial galaxy bias. In more detail, we have
first assumed that our galaxy bias could be modeled by a piece-
wise constant function.6 We have then used Eq. (24) to compute
5 We do not show the results for the other parameters because there are
no significant differences.
6 Note that the extended Fisher formalism used in this work can only
accommodate for nested models. Because of this we cannot compute the
shift when changing the fiducial and the parameterisation of the galaxy
bias at the same time, as it was done in Sect. 5.1.
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Fig. 5. Shifts in units of standard deviations for Ωm,0 (left panel), w0 (middle panel), and wa (right panel) due to an incorrect assumption on the IA
amplitude. Results are shown for the optimistic case with WL+GCph (orange) vs. WL+GCph+XC (green). Solid (dashed) lines represent positive
(negative) shifts with respect to the fiducial. The vertical gray line shows the case in which we assume no contribution from IA (AIA = 0). The
gray-shaded region denotes the shifts larger than 3σ, for which the Gaussian approximation breaks down and the corresponding shifts should be
interpreted with caution (see the text for details).

the shift in cosmological parameters when we consider the fidu-
cial b(z) =

√
1 + z but the ‘truth’ is given by the Flagship fidu-

cial described in Sect. 5.1. We have obtained even larger shifts
than for the IA case, which go from 4σ for ns up to very biased
(more than 40σ) for w0 and wa when we consider the optimistic
WL+GCph+XC case. Since XC partially removes the degener-
acy between the cosmological and galaxy bias parameters, the
shifts become even larger when XC is not included. It is impor-
tant to recall that given the large shifts these values should only
be interpreted qualitatively, since they are significantly beyond
the 3σ safe threshold. These results show that our knowledge
on the galaxy bias has a significant impact on the cosmological
conclusions derived from the observations.

6.4. Impact of XC on photo-z self-calibration

In previous Sections we have implicitly assumed that photomet-
ric redshifts have been measured with perfect average accuracy,
i.e. the mean true redshift of a bin is indeed equal to the mean
measured redshift. However, as pointed out in Sect. 5.3, we can
consider the possibility of an error ∆zi systematically shifting the
redshift of all the sources in the ith bin. Allowing for an arbitrary
deviation, we can include 10 additional nuisance parameters ∆zi.
We can then investigate both how well these quantities must be
known not to degrade the FoM, and which constraints can be put
on them by the XC terms.

To this end, we have recomputed the Fisher matrices for the
baseline case of general relativity, adding the 10 ∆zi nuisance
parameters and fixing their fiducial values to zero.7 We add the
same Gaussian prior on each one of these nuisance parameters,
and we compute the FoM as a function of the width of the prior.
We finally compare the output to the case when all ∆zi are con-
sidered known (FoMref , equivalent to a Dirac delta prior around
the fiducial value).

7 We do not expect the results to qualitatively change for other assump-
tions on either the cosmological model or the galaxy bias.
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Fig. 6. Difference of the FoM with respect to the reference one obtained
in the case when all shifts in the mean of the photometric-redshift dis-
tributions are perfectly known and equal to zero (∆zi = σ(∆zi) = 0), for
a changing value of the prior added. The results refer to GCph (red),
WL (purple), WL+GCph (orange), and WL+GCph+XC (green), un-
der pessimistic (dashed) and optimistic (solid) assumptions. The black
dot denotes the prior threshold for which the final FoM of the full
WL+GCph+XC combination in the optimistic case is degraded by 20%.
The black triangle represents the same threshold in the pessimistic case
(see the text for details). Note that the reference FoM is larger for the
optimistic case in comparison to the pessimistic case, and it increases
when the XC terms are included. However, the different lines are nor-
malised to their corresponding reference FoMs for illustrative purposes.

Figure 6 shows the difference between the FoM and the cor-
responding reference FoMref as a function of the width of the
Gaussian prior added, σPrior. It provides the FoM degradation for
different combinations of cosmological probes both in the opti-
mistic and pessimistic scenarios. We can observe that a strong
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Fig. 7. Ratio of the errors on ∆zi without and with the inclusion of XC.
Yellow and red lines refer to the pessimistic and optimistic scenario.

prior is needed if one does not want to degrade the FoM by a
large amount. Let us first consider the optimistic case. Starting
with the full combination of WL+GCph+XC, we require a prior
on the mean of the photometric galaxy distributions smaller than
0.43 × 10−3 in order not to degrade the final FoM of 1034 by
more than 20%. This threshold is represented in Fig. 6 with a
black dot. Note that the prior requirement coming from the other
probes may be more stringent if we require a degradation smaller
than 20% with respect to the corresponding reference FoM;
for instance, we need a prior smaller than 0.31 × 10−3 for the
WL+GCph combination if we consider the reference WL+GCph

FoM, while we only need a prior smaller than 1.60 × 10−3 for
WL alone (note that this value is similar to the one provided in
Kitching et al. 2008, and the small discrepancies might be due
to the different IA modelling and forecasting recipe). However,
the combination driving the requirement on the prior is the full
combination of WL+GCph+XC, since it is the one providing the
highest FoM.

Focussing now on the pessimistic case, we require a prior
smaller than 0.48 × 10−3 in order not to degrade the final
WL+GCph+XC FoM of 367 by more than 20%. It is represented
with a black triangle in Fig. 6.

It is also important to compare the degradation of the FoM as
a function of the prior for the different combinations of probes.
We can see in Fig. 6 that for the optimistic case the degrada-
tion appears earlier (we need a smaller prior) in the full com-
bination of WL+GCph+XC than in the combination WL+GCph.
At its turn, WL+GCph degrades earlier than GCph alone, which
degrades earlier than WL. This is consistent with the values of
the FoM for the different combinations of probes, since GCph
provides a larger FoM than WL alone, and WL+GCph provides
a larger FoM than GCph but smaller than the full combination.
Concerning the pessimistic case, we can now observe that we
need a more stringent prior for WL than for GCph, which is con-
sistent with the fact that in the pessimistic case the FoM of WL
is much larger than the GCph one.

Although reducing ∆zi will be achieved by improving pho-
tometric redshifts, or by including the clustering-redshift infor-
mation brought by overlapping spectroscopic surveys of Euclid
(see Gatti et al. 2018, for a detailed analysis on how clustering
information could help in better determining ∆zi), it is never-
theless worth wondering whether one can use the data itself to

self-calibrate/constrain ∆zi. From this point of view, it is inter-
esting to look at how the constraints change when XC is added
to WL + GCph. The result is shown in Fig. 7 for both pessimistic
and optimistic scenarios. In this case XC is indeed of great help
reducing the error on ∆zi by a factor 2.2 − 3.1 as a consequence
of both the increased number of observables and the information
carried by the correlation among different bins. It is worth not-
ing that the improvement of constraints due to XC is smaller for
the optimistic scenario. This is due to the information brought by
the additional multipoles included with respect to the pessimistic
case, which already add information to constrain these nuisance
parameters and reduce the impact of XC.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have extensively scrutinised the impact on both
cosmological and nuisance parameter estimation of the cross-
correlations (XC) between two probes of the Euclid satellite mis-
sion: weak lensing cosmic shear (WL) and the clustering of the
photometric galaxy sample (GCph).

Let us first emphasise that the XC terms have necessarily
to be included in the data vector, because both WL and GCph
trace the same underlying cosmic structure and are, therefore,
not independent from one another. This implies that a failure
to include the XC terms will lead to an incorrect estimation of
the constraining power, with associated consequences for model
testing. The scope of this paper is to assess the impact of such
XC.

In EC19 it has been demonstrated that rather than being
a nuisance, XC encodes valuable cosmological information. In
that paper we found that the best cosmological constraints are
obtained when XC is taken into account, leading to an increase
of the FoM by more than a factor 3 for a flat Universe. Here
we have focused on showing that XC is crucial also to constrain
nuisance parameters.

Our main findings can be summarised as follows:

– On average, the uncertainty on the galaxy bias amplitude nui-
sance parameters is reduced when XC is included by ∼ 9%
or ∼ 25%, for the pessimistic or optimistic scenario, respec-
tively.

– The inclusion of XC makes IA parameters detectable (in the
optimistic scenario), and this result is not affected by the as-
sumptions of flatness and the validity of general relativity.

– A different bias model does not directly impact the effect of
XC on cosmological and nuisance parameters. However, the
lower number of parameters needed to describe the galaxy
bias significantly affects the constraints on deviations from
general relativistic growth of structures, parameterised by γ.
This in turns also changes the impact of XC on this same
parameter.

– Given the tighter constraints allowed by XC, the interplay
between different parameters becomes more important, and
wrong assumptions on systematic-effect parameters such as
IA may lead to significant degradation of the survey accu-
racy in cosmological parameter estimation.

– The addition of XC significantly helps in constraining the
mean of the photometric-redshift distributions. However, the
requirement on the knowledge of the mean is much more
stringent than for WL alone in order not to degrade the final
FoM.

We can conclude that the addition of XC between cosmic
shear and galaxy clustering for the photometric Euclid survey
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is necessary for the analyses of the future data. Not only does
XC improve our knowledge of the cosmological model, but they
also provide information about galaxy bias, IAs, and help in self-
calibrating the photometric galaxy distributions.
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Appendix A: Complementary results

In this Appendix we show additional results on which we only
comment in section 6. In Table A.1 and Table A.2 we show the
68% error on the galaxy bias parameters in our baseline mod-
elling (binned bias), for the flat and non-flat cases, respectively.
Table A.3 and Table A.4 show instead the constraints on cosmo-
logical and galaxy bias parameters, respectively, in the binned
bias case, when we allow for deviations from general relativity
in a flat Universe. We do not report results on the IA parameters
as these are unchanged with respect to the general relativity case
of Table 2.

Table A.5 contains the 68% forecast uncertainties on the cos-
mological parameters when the bias is described following the
Flagship parameterisation. Figure A.1 shows the improvement
brought by XC, in the optimistic case, for the Flagship bias on
cosmological parameters (left panel) and on the galaxy bias and
IA parameters constraints (right panel).
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Fig. A.1. Top panel: 1σ and 2σ confidence contours on the optimistic, flat GR case for GCph+WL (blue) vs. GCph+WL+XC (red) for the 7
cosmological parameters, using the Flagship bias as a fiducial galaxy bias model. Bottom panel: 1σ and 2σ confidence contours on the optimistic,
flat GR case for GCph+WL (blue) vs. GCph+WL+XC (red) for the IA parameters and the 4 bias parameters, using the same galaxy bias model as
above.
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Table A.1. 68% errors on the 10 bias parameters of the binned bias model without and with the XC contribution. We consider a flat general
relativity model, and set {`max(WL), `max(GCph)} according to the pessimistic and optimistic assumptions.

Bias parameters: flat cosmology, baseline
Probe Case σ(b1) σ(b2) σ(b3) σ(b4) σ(b5) σ(b6) σ(b7) σ(b8) σ(b9) σ(b10)

pessimistic 0.0075 0.0092 0.0097 0.0104 0.0112 0.0119 0.0127 0.0136 0.0152 0.0184
WL+GCph

optimistic 0.0037 0.0045 0.0046 0.0049 0.0054 0.0057 0.0061 0.0065 0.0071 0.0082
pessimistic 0.0074 0.0085 0.0091 0.0099 0.0105 0.0111 0.0116 0.0123 0.0131 0.0151

WL+GCph+XC
optimistic 0.0024 0.0032 0.0036 0.0041 0.0045 0.0049 0.0053 0.0055 0.0060 0.0068

Table A.2. 68% errors on the 10 bias parameters of the binned bias model without and with the XC contribution. We consider a general relativity
model, where we relax the flatness assumption. We set {`max(WL), `max(GCph)} according to the pessimistic and optimistic assumptions.

Bias parameters: non-flat cosmology, baseline
Probe Case σ(b1) σ(b2) σ(b3) σ(b4) σ(b5) σ(b6) σ(b7) σ(b8) σ(b9) σ(b10)

pessimistic 0.0127 0.0106 0.0098 0.0108 0.0125 0.0146 0.0173 0.0202 0.0246 0.0329
WL+GCph

optimistic 0.0041 0.0047 0.0047 0.0049 0.0055 0.0059 0.0066 0.0071 0.0081 0.0099
pessimistic 0.0118 0.0097 0.0092 0.0101 0.0115 0.0131 0.0151 0.0173 0.0208 0.0274

WL+GCph+XC
optimistic 0.0034 0.0036 0.0037 0.0041 0.0047 0.0053 0.0061 0.0065 0.0077 0.0095

Table A.3. 68% errors on the cosmological parameters of the binned bias model without and with the XC contribution. We consider a flat modified
gravity model, with departures from general relativity given by the γ parameterisation. We set {`max(WL), `max(GCph)} according to the pessimistic
and optimistic assumptions.

Cosmological parameters: flat modified gravity cosmology, baseline
Probe Case σ(Ωm,0) σ(Ωb,0) σ(w0) σ(wa) σ(h) σ(ns) σ(σ8) σ(γ)

pessimistic 0.0114 0.0034 0.157 0.621 0.0217 0.0127 0.0121 0.078
WL+GCph

optimistic 0.0051 0.0024 0.068 0.246 0.0145 0.0043 0.0040 0.024
pessimistic 0.0035 0.0027 0.064 0.333 0.0199 0.0108 0.0055 0.050

WL+GCph+XC
optimistic 0.0020 0.0023 0.035 0.169 0.0137 0.0038 0.0020 0.021
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Table A.4. 68% errors on the 10 bias parameters of the binned bias model without and with the XC contribution. We consider a flat modified
gravity model, with departures from general relativity given by the γ parameterisation. We set {`max(WL), `max(GCph)} according to the pessimistic
and optimistic assumptions.

Bias parameters: flat modified gravity cosmology, baseline
Probe Case σ(b1) σ(b2) σ(b3) σ(b4) σ(b5) σ(b6) σ(b7) σ(b8) σ(b9) σ(b10)
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Table A.5. 68% errors on the cosmological parameters, without and with the XC contribution, when the bias is modeled following the Flagship
simulation. We consider a flat general relativity model, and we set {`max(WL), `max(GCph)} according to the pessimistic and optimistic assumptions.

Cosmological parameters: flat cosmology, Flagship bias
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